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Introduction
With the occasion of the 6th World Congress of TMM held at Sevilla, the author [1] found a way to overcome the stretched positions of contra-parallelogram linkages, Fig. I .
He did this by adjoining another one not being stretched when the first one was. In fact, they helped one another through their stretched and aligned positions. In the particular case for which one of the, apparently perspective, contraparallelograms contracts into their center of perspectivity, a triple turning-joint arose, which was to be linked with all the four sides of the remaining contra-parallelogram. One then obtains an overconstrained linkage also demonstrated by Ludwig Burmester in 1888 [2] . See Fig. 2 and also [3] .
The more general configuration however, contained only two reflected four-bars being interconnected by four common turning-joints being the vertices of an isosceles trapezoid with varying lengths, Fig. 1 . Fig. 3.) .
Theorem I : If two symmetrical quadrilaterals are perspective from a unique center of perspectivity, located at their common axis of symmetry, corresponding sides intersect at a unique homology-line running normal to the axis of symmetry (Desargues' Theorem is demonstrated as well as applied in
One of the possible ways to design overconstrained linkages in general, has been suggested by the author in 1990 [4] . That was based on the idea of a unique pole-configuration for those linkages. The paper proved that such pole-configurations factually are generalizations of Desargues' Theorem and ditto Configuration (CD).
However, a direct way to design these overconstrained linkages wasn't presented. For this reason, we now intend to bridge than gap, and show a way to design them. Once they are set up, they have to prove their value on the basis of these unique pole-configurations, specifically in a random position of the proposed linkages.
One of the ways of doing this, is first to analyse the principle at the back of a known overconstrained linkage; then, generalize the principle and derive a more generalized linkage also being overconstrained. In the case under consideration, we first extract the designprinciple of Fig. 1 , then generalize this principle and obtain a generalized linkage for possible use in practice. As a first example we observe a 5-bar linkage having three" cranks directed at the velocity-pole of the coupler-triangle with respect to the fixed link, Fig. 3 . Thus, the coupler-triangle and the frame-triangle are in fact perspective from a point, in this case the velocity-pole of the coupler-triangle with respect to the fixed link. Whence, according to Desargues' Theorem, corresponding sides of these triangles meet at three collinear points of intersection. They happen to be the relative poles between the three cranks. Indeed, for instantaneous motion they should be aligned if we value Aronhold-Kennedy's Theorem about the relative poles between three moving links.
Pole-Configurations
As a consequence, Desargues' Configuration identifies the unique pole-configuration for five links. In the special case for which the three cranks have the same length and the velocity-pole goes to the infinite, a permanent motion is at hand. The mechanism then containing three parallelogram linkages, has been used to avoid transition into the contraparallelogram mode.
The overconstrained linkage-mechanism used as a way to aVoid transition into the parallelogram mode, consists of seven links (namely, the configuration of Fig. 1 Indeed, each configuration so constructed contains 1/2 n(n -1) poles and n(n -1) (n-2)/3! pole-lines, whereas any of these lines contains three poles.
For an overconstrained mechanism it would be generally difficult to prove the existence of a unique pole-configuration. However, as soon as we meet the conditions for one of the applicable generalized theorems of Desargues, the missing part of the pole-configuration, namely, the complete polygon containing the 1/2(n-3)(n-4) homology lines of Desargues, will be obtained as a consequence of the, entirely geometric, theorem.
Normally, 1/2(3n-4) independent poles determine 1/2(n-2)2 remaining poles of a configuration, I-4]. But, for overconstrained linkages, having k redundant turning-joints, a set of {k+ 1/2(3n-4) } trivial poles, being the given turningjoints, has to result into the unique set of 1/2 (n-2) 2 remaining poles of which 1/2 (n -2) 2 -1/2 (n-3) (n -4) = t/2 (3 n-8) still belong to the particular set of poles necessary to apply one of the generalized Theorems of Desargues.
Indeed, we totally need 1/2(3n-4)+l/2(3n-8)=3n-6 poles to produce the theorem. In the mentioned case of the two overconnected contra-parallelogram linkages as shown in Fig. 1, n=8 and k=2. Whence 1/2(3n-8)=8 poles are additionally needed to produce the generalized CD of Theor-9 em D8. Now, we just have to prove the mutual perspectivity of the pole-pentagons:
and OPf2 el2, ef,"ef f' Ps the centers of perspectivity being respectively P~, P2~ and Pfl, Fig. 1 . Omitting only two symmetrically located, redundant turning-joints, like, for instance, D and/~, one then just demonstrates that PIl,=D and, similarly, Pfp=/}. Instantaneous motion is then possible even if we replace these two poles by their turning-joints. The, so-overconstrained linkage mechanism remains symmetrical, whence repeated application of this procedure remains possible yielding permanent motion for the linkage.
Extracting the principle
The design of the configuration of Fig. 1 starts with the random choice of two points, namely the points A and S, with respect to a symmetry-axis (s-s-) containing the center T of perspectivity. The figure then further needs the actual position of the (horizontal) line h = BD perpendicular to the symmetry-axis (s-s0 as well as the choice of, for instance, point A' at TA to complete the configuration. This is meant by "extracting the principle" from the design of the overconstrained linkage configuration as demonstrated in Fig. 1. 
Generalizing the principle
The design of the configuration of Fig. 4 now naturally starts with the random choice of three points, namely the points A, B and C, with respect to a symmetry-axis (s-s-) similarly containing a center T of perspectivity.
Like before, we choose a horizontal line h, normal to the axis of symmetry, as well as a point A' at TA. Now, all this should enable us to complete the configuration.
The further design of the linkage then runs as follows: The above-obtained overconnected and therefore overconstrained 12-bar linkage also contains three pairs of reflected 4-bars. They are:
The two mutually perspective hexagon-linkages, ABCAB~ and A' B' C'.,i'B' C' have a common axis of symmetry, joining the center T of perspectivity. They further share six common turning-joints at a straight-line h running parallel to their diagonals. Two turning-joints, not joining the same ternary link, are superfluous and therefore redundant.
The six common turning-joints form a collapsed hexagon of which the opposite sides run parallel. The product of its sides remains independent of time.
Note that the geometrically overconnected configuration of The proof of the movability runs along the same lines as in the more simple case of overconnected crossed parallelograms: One simply omits two symmetrically located turningjoints at h, and proves that one of these former turning-joints coincide with the velocity-pole between the bars meant to be interconnected. Instantaneously, the omitted turning-joint is then to be reinstated. And, for reasons of symmetry, also the other one. So, instantaneous motion preserving symmetry is possible. As this may be repeated for all infinitesimal successive positions, a permanent motion emerges.
General Design
It is possible to start the design with the random choice of the four-bar BDB'E, defining L) by (1, 1' ) and E by (2, 2').
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Ein ffinffaches Gelenk fiber Zweigelenkketten an die sechs Seiten eines symmetrischen Gelenksechsecks mit drei parallel laufenden Diagonalen gebunden -One then chooses point C at BE and C' at B'/~. -Next, one chooses a random point F-~(3, 3') at /3/~ and draws the four-bar linkage CEC'F, differently written as.
2--2'-3'-3.
-The perspectivity-center T then appears as the intersection of B' B and C'C.
-The axis of symmetry runs normal to E/3 while joining the point T. -One then reflects the points B, /), B', E, C', F and C with respect to the symmetry-axis into the image-points B,D,B',E, C',F and C.
-One further obtains the point A at the intersection of /)B and C/v, whereas A' is to be obtained at the intersection of FC" with B'/3.
-Finally, one reflects the point A as well as A' into the axis of symmetry giving the respective image points ,4 and A'. -The whole design may be verified by looking after the apparently existing perspectivity between the hexagons now being interconnected.
With respect to the case of the interconnected crossed-parallelograms, one notes two additional degrees of freedom in design. Indeed, the original design started with an additional third point C.
The general design shows, that if one of the 4-bars comprised in the linkage, is a folded one, the others are folding ones too. This is caused by the fact, that all four-bars, contained in the figure, have a common diagonal along h, whereas pairs of them always have two adjacent sides in common. 
Vanishing center of perspectivity
In the special case for which the center T of perspectivity goes to the infinite, all four-bars comprised in the linkage, will have perpendicular diagonals, Fig. 6 . Indeed, during the motion, they remain perpendicular, as already proved by Raoul Bricard in 1927 (see page 157 of [-5] ).
